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ministry in a simple, clear way with this chart: 

  Celtic Model 
  Fellowship  
  Ministry and Conversations 
  Belief, Invitation to Commitment 



In other words, the Roman model was “believe, then belong” while the Celtic 
model was “belong, then believe.”  The implications of those simple differences were 
huge. 
  

If a ministry mindset worked in 5th century Ireland, what relevance could it have to 
21st century North Americans?  Hunter would answer, “Much!”  In fact, his premise is that 
our best change to engage our culture for Christ would be to utilize the mindset and 
methods of Patrick.  He talks about communication strategies, left vs. right brain 
distinctions, use of the visual arts, music, redemptive dialog and a number of other 
issues that are raised by the “Celtic way.”  All those issues make us stop and think 
seriously about how we do (or don’t do) ministry in our traditional evangelical North 
American context.  
  

We could sum up Hunter’s hypothesis by saying that the Roman way of doing 
ministry (or as he calls it IFE--Imported From Europe) fit a modern culture well, while the 
Celtic way (or more indigenous MIA—Made in America) approaches to ministry works 
much better in a postmodern culture.  Hunter shows the difference between IFE and MIA 
organizations take in their approach to ministry and organization (p. 45): 
   
    IFE (Imported from Europe)             MIA (Made in America) 
 
Liturgical language rooted in European past   Language is current American English 
Music composed before 1960 (or 1760)   Music composed after 1960 (or 1980) 
Formal, “proper” worship     Informal, “personal” worship 
Hierarchical, program oriented    Flatter, people oriented 
Trust the system      Trust the people 
Church is “real estate”     Church is “the people” 
Low expectations of people     High expectations of people 
Past focused, resist change     Future focused, affirm new things 
  

Hunter points us toward some current ministry methods that are more “Celtic,” 
including the Alpha Course.  His book is a beautiful blend of “reading history” to help us 
develop relevant ministry.  After all, “history” is really “His Story,” and connecting 
people’s stories to God’s Story is the ultimate goal of all we do in ministry. 

 
 
Next edition:  “Men God Gave Moses”…a Biblical example of the ‘Seven Spheres of Support.’ 
 
 

 
 

As always, please feel free to pass along editions of these “E-Team E-zines” to others.  If you’d 
like to have people added to this mailing list, contact me.  If you have insights, feedback or 

questions, I’m glad to hear them.  God’s best to you! 
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